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Of the Universal

Microscope#

^ the first Edition of this Work a
Plate of the universal Compound Midesigned , but through InCr °stope was
vCrtency was left out ; and since jhat
Time
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Time having made considerable Impr° vC
nients , both in its Form and Use, I
supplied that Deficiency in the Print
one of the most elegant Construct !011
can think of, and of the most extents
Use ; there being no small Object os ^
Kind but what may be readily and °al1 ^
viewed by it. It has all the Apparatus
Scret^
Glasses, reflecting Specula , adjusting
wluj,
Besides
.
others
with
&c. in common
0
Stag
moveable
a
the Contrivance of
the Objects , and the Joint on the Top ^
which it . is placed, either in a perpend 1^ ^
lar or horizontal Position , are Advant a$
^
of a hdi 01
peculiar to this Construction
vvili
which
of
Description
The
.
scope
• easy to understand as follows :
Plate I.

A B C is the Body of the MicroscopeA is the Magnifier , of which there a
-•
four of different Powers .
B is the large Middle - Glass for a01P
fying the Field of View.
C is the Eye - Glass at the Top.
D the Joint on which the Microscope ^
moveable on a perpendicular , obhfi
or horizontal Position at pleasure . , ^
E is a Screw, and F the Socket by
it is taken off and put on as Occa
requires.
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G HI is the moveable Stage on which
Objects are placed to be viewed , and
has a Motion about the Centre.
K is the Screw in the Centre L, by
which that Motion is adjusted and
regulated.
M N are two Pieces of Brass moveable
upon a square Stem , to adjust the Stage
with its Objects to a proper Distance
from the Magnifier A.
O is a Screw for fixing the Piece M to
the Stem.
P the adjusting Screw for moving the
Part N up and down to its proper
Situation.
Qjl the Brass Pillar on which the whole
is supported.
STV three strong Feet, serving as a
firm Basis to the Microscope.
W a reflecting Mirror , moveable ver¬
tically in a Semicircle X , and horizon¬
tally in a Socket at Y.
The Body of the Microscope, the Stage,
krtd the reflecting Mirror are taken off
and the Legs folded to¬
fr °m the Stem ,
gether, so as to be conveniently placed , and
take up but little Room in a Shagreen
^ase, which is therefore of a portable Size.
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a proper
's, fixed to admits
Wilson
of
Form
was made
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at a
Apparatus :
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in
only one Magnifier for another, in whic 1
Time , it is changed
in a Shde'y
are contained of mag*11
all the Magnifiers
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different
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be

turned round several Times in getting a
focal Distance , by which Means a
t°tion of the large confused Image beso great as to be very disagreeable to
. e Spectators , which is intirely prevented
^ this new Form , where there is only a •
. °tion of the Object backward and forward
lfla tight Line.
Fourthly,
Those which were made ia
\W°d had the Looking - Glass move by
^ ^eel and Pulley , with Cat- gut Strings
girted tight upon them . But this Me^ an isin being often at Fault , and giving
. entlemen a great deal of 'Trouble , I have
^ftituted in this new Form a Wheel and
'^ion with Teeth , as well in those made
E Wood as Brass, by which the Motion
^ the Glass is rendered always constant,
5rta in, and easy.
^ Fift hly , The Looking - Glass in the old,
njttt is raised and depressed by a Aiding
^ ire ; but in this new one, whether in
^
or Wood , the said • Glass is moved
/ a Screw , and therefore will always
^Ud in the Position it is set, and give no
r°tible in the Experiment.
J. ^tXTHLY
, The illuminating Glass was
fewest on the Outside of the Frame of
ls Instrument
j but in this new , Con¬
struction
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o(
struction it is placed within the End
the large Tube , which is much more c011
venient.
Upon

Plate II.

the

Whole

,

the

old

Confiru ^

of the Solar Microscope rendered ^
heavy , clumsey, and iil- contrived In^ '
one who has see"
ment ; whereas
every ^
wuu «•*- ^
the Form which I have here given 10
Plate allow it to be the most neat and e a.
light and useful that can be contWe
The several Parts of which are as folios'
i o"
A B C D is the Square Plate screwed
to the Window - Shutter.
0 ^'
EF is the Looking - Glass < the
fide. ^
G is the
Screw
moves
down.

Pinion , which , by an End
on the other Side the * j
the reflecting Glass up

Wl^ '
L is the Pinion by which the
contained under the Piece
j,.
M N is moved , and by which the
o"
ing - Glass E F has a circular
given it.
.p
O P is the Tube containing the
at
Hating Glass at O, and a Drawer
js
by which a due Quantity of
thrown upon the Object.
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Qjl is a Part substituted instead of Wil1son's Microscope , the Inner Part of
which is fixed, and the outer Part
rnoveable for the adjusting a due fo¬
cal Distance of the Object from the
Glass.
& is the Part consisting of three Brass
Plates , in which the Sliders and Tubes
containing the Objects are placed , as
in Wilson's Microscope , and kept to¬
gether by a spiral String Wire within.
S is the Brass Slider containing the seve¬
ral magnifying Glasses, Which may be
successively applied to the Object by
which it may be instantly magnified to
any Degree at Pleasure;
T is thd Pinion by which the external
Part QV is moveable backward and
forward , for procuring a true focal Dis¬
tance, and consequently the Image of
the Object with the utmost Facility and
Exactness.
Of a New Reflecting

Telescope,

long observed the great Per- p]ate j^
tTAVING
section and Usefulness of Reflecting Fig' n *
n
l ^ kscopes above Refractors , arising from
^eir Nature and Construction , I have been
more
B b
Vol, III .
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more solicitous to cultivate and improve th^
Instrument than any othcf ; especially wh e0
I saw much Room left for that Purpc^e'
The Reflecting Telescope, as usually made’
has not half the Uses it is capable of;
when it is well considered, it will be found
to answer the Purposes, not of a TeL e'
scope

only for viewing

distant Bodies,

likewise it is the most com pleat MegaL ^'
scope , or Instrument for strewing all Ob'

jects at a very near Distance, and all tbe
larger Sort of small Objects in the greats
Perfection . In the third Place it gives die
most perfect View of any small Object*
opake or transparent ; and therefore iS 3
Microscope

of the very best Kind,

far exceeding common Refracting Mies0'
scopes, as Vision by reflected Light is
exquisite and perfect than that by Refr aC'
lion . Indeed there are two different
by which the Reflecting Telescope may be
used as a Microscope, each of which
its peculiar Advantage . In the fourth at1
last Place, this Instrument is a Solar
1V1
1'
croscope

, by being screwed into the

Pla

te

ABCD
of that Instrument above ' de
scribed. In all these several Ways I
used this Instrument with great Success, as1
Pleasure. I have , for these Purposes , c0llj
trived

(tppe/rrftic

~SL
.JP/rtte JL.

-f

f

Mien o s co pe
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hived ' it in a different Form from that in
Vhich they are usually made, and by which
Cleans they are easily applicable to the fore¬
going Purposes ; and even those that will
fttew Jupiter 's Moons are hereby rendered
Portable, or adapted to the Pocket.
These

Pocket Reflecting Telescopes have

a Drawer , in the End of which the small
speculum is fixed, and adjusted by Teeth
and Pinion . They are equally applicable
to use
at Sea as at Land ; and, notwithftanding many People have been persuaded,
that Refracting Telescopes are most usehst at Sea, the Absurdity of this Notion
hist evidently appear to any one who con¬
siders what we have in the foregoing Lec¬
ture sufficiently demonstrated , viz. That
the natural Cause of indistinct Vision is
vastly less in a Reflecting Telescope than
a Refractor ; and this upon the Suppohtion that the Quantity of Light and mag¬
nifying Power are the fame in both . To
c°nclude , I am thoroughly satisfied that if
the Nature of this Instrument was well con¬
sidered and understood , and People could
he made ready at the Use of it, they who
c°uld afford to purchase it, would never
have any other . Rut though the practiCft
l Application be very easy, yet as it is
Bb 2
new
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new and unusual , and requires some
small
Degree of Dexterity , I have no great
Ex¬
pectation of its being soon made public
os
brought into common Use, when I
find
by Experience , how easy, cheap ,
and conimori every Thing must be for that
Puspose, and how few there are to
encourage
any Thing of a different Kind in
the pre¬
sent Age . I had thoughts of
illustrating
the particular Uses of this general
Catop~
trie Instrument ; as likewise to shew
how a
Reselling Telescope
, a Resetting Microscope
and a Reselling Solar Microscope, by
talline Speculums of a different Form
and
Position , and, of a more perfect
Nature*
might be constructed and applied to
Use>
but have declined that also for the
Reason^
above mentioned.
IV . The Theory os a New
Micrometer*

AS

the

Perfection

of
Astronomy de¬
pends upon the most
accurate M9*
thods for measuring the Diameters of
tbe
celestial Bodies by Means of those Instsu"
ments we call Micrometers
, applied i^
Telescopes for that Purpose, it has
the sagacious Astronomers Occasion
to conc
trNe
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trive them in many different Forms ; but
all of them , till very lately , were applied in
the Focus of the Object- Glass, to measure
the Images of the heavenly Bodies formed
there , and they maybe justly reckoned among
the most exquisite Inventions of modern Me¬
chanics.
as the Diameter of the Sun and
Moon are so much larger than the Planets,
the Micrometer which serves for one, could
But

not be so well adapted to measure the other;
which put some Philosophers upon think¬
ing of a Method by which they might mea¬
sure the apparent Diameter of the Sun , with¬
out being obliged to take the Whole of the
Sun ’s Dhk into the Telescope ; and this they
at Length ingeniously contrived by forming
a Telescope in such a Manner as to make
two Images of the Sun in the Focus of the
Telescope at the same Time , and bringing
them into Contact with each other . And
this Instrument they properly call a FIelioMeter.
The first

Instrument

of this Kind

is of

a late Date , and was the Contrivance of
the late celebrated Servington Savory, Esq;
of Exeter, who , in the Year 1743, in a
Tetter to Mr . George Graham., dated Novemher 30th , gives an Account of a new Way
B b 1 of
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of measuring the Difference between the
apparent Diameter of the Sun at the Time
when the Earth is nearest to and farthest
from the Sun , with a Micrometer placed
in the Telescope invented for that Pur¬
pose. Though the Charge , or magnifying
Power of the Telescope is so great , that the
Whole Sun ’s Diameter does not appear
therein at one View .— “ This , fays Mr“ Savory, I doubt not , will at first Sight
" seem impossible, since only a Part of the
" Diameter appears , and ' no visible Mark
" or Point therein from which such Mea" sure can be taken . And , indeed , it is
“ so by Observation with our common Te" lescopes, whether refracting or reflecting
" ones . I have therefore contrived some
" Dioptric Telescopes , and a reflecting one
" either of which , by representing the Ob" ject double, will , if well made , answer
‘‘ the Design .”
After

this he proceeds to shew at large,

by cutting of a large Object -Lens into four
Parts or Segments , and combining the two
outer ones together , or the two Middle
ones inverted , how he could form this
double Image of the Sun ; but as those
Images were not well defined and free from
Colours , he proceeded to a third Method
ef forming thole Images by Means of two
Object-
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Object-Lenses entire , but of small Diame¬
ter ; but in this Cafe the Difficulty lay in
getting Object - Glasses exactly centered , and
of the fame focal Length in so small a
Size.
He then had Recourse to reflecting Mir¬
rors , cut them asunder, and combined their
Frustums to answer the fame Purpose. How¬
ever, all his Attempts of this Kind left the
Instrument but imperfect ; and after this
We find the fame Thing attempted that
M . Bougner read before the Royal Aca¬
demy of Sciences at Part. r, in the Year
1748 , a Memoir, in which he describes an
Heliometer with two Object- Glasses for
measuring the Diameter of the Sun and
Planets . It is probable this was taken from
Mr . Savory 's Experiments some Years be¬
fore , but of this we have no particular Ac¬
count.
However

, it was soon considered , that

an Object - Glass divided into two Segments
through the Centre or Pole , would more
conveniently answer the Purpose in those
two Parts , than could be done by two whole
Glasses : Forasmuch as each Segment would
form an equal Image of the Sun , and at
an equal Distance from the End of the
Telescope ; or in other Words , the focal
Distance
Bb 4
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Distance of each Segment would be exacts
the same, and the Images of the Sun and
Planets formed exactly in the fame Plans
Jn the Focus of the Telescope.
And since the Centres of the Sun , each
Segment of the Glass, and its Image are all
found in one Right Line , therefore if one
Segment of the Glass be fixed in the Eod
of the Telescope , the Image formed in
will also be fixed, or remain constantly ltt
the same Part of the Focus ; and if the oth ei
Segment be moved in the fame Plane over
it , as its Centre or Middle Point is re-?
moved from that of the fixed Segment , I*
0
likewise is the Centre of the moveable Image
equally removed from the Centre of the
fixed one ; or the Centres of the two Images
will always be equidistant with the Centres
pf the two Object - Glasses, and consequently
the Diameter of the Sun or Planet (being
equal to its two Semidiameters ) must he
equal to the Distance . between the two
Centres of the Segments , when those two
Images are in Contact or touch each other
in the Focus of the Telescope. And this is
the whole Ground or Reason of the new
Micrometer , which will be best illustrated
by Figures , as it is applied to the Refract"
ing or Reflecting Telescope, as follows :
Let
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any very distant Plate III.

Object , as the Sun , &c. and AB its Dia ^- Pig. I.
p^eter ; also let E F G S represent the Ob¬
ject- Glass consisting of two Segments EFG
and E S G divided through the Centre N
*n the Right Line E G. The Angle under
^hich it appears at the End of the Tele¬
scope will be A N B equal to the Angle
^NL , under which the Image K L is
contained . Now , suppose the moveable
Segment EFG were by a mechanical Con¬
trivance drawn oif to the Position H I, the
distance of their Centres would be NO;
and the two Lines A N and B O pasting
through the Centres N , O, of the Seg¬
ments, if produced , meet at the Focus in
h ; and since B L and B K do also pass
through the Centres N and O, and the
Object being at an indefinitely great Dis¬
tance, the Line O L will be parallel to N K,
and consequently the Angle N L O is equal
t° the Angle K N L or A N B, that is to
% , the Jingle under which the Object ap¬
pears from the End of the Telescope( or to
l'^e naked Eye) is equal to the Angle under
"which the Distance between the two Centres
°s the Segments appear from the Solar Focus
cf the Telescope.
And,
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'vbich the Object appears is equal to that
L, under which the Distance N O of the
Centres appears . ^ E . D.
Concerning

this Vitreous

Micrometer

M may farther observe that its great Excctlency consists in this , that it depends
■klely in measuring the Distance of the
Centres of the two Segments , not only
Mien applied alone at the End of a Tele¬
scope, but even in Conjunction with the Ob¬
ject- Glass of any common Telescope ; for,
lri Figure 2( ), let E G and H I represent the
M.
^0 Segments , as before, of a Glass whose Plate
Fig . 2.
^° cal Distance is very long , suppose, for In*Wce, 50 Feet, then at a small Distance
from it let A B represent the Object - Glass
°f a common long Telescope, whose focal
distance of parallel Rays is C d, or its FoCUS of very distant Objects dc. Then
this
^lass, combined with the foregoing Seg¬
ments, will have its Focus shortened , and
common Focus of both will be in Point
Then because the Triangles R O Q^and
are similar to the Triangles rOq
Md p N m respectively , therefore the Images
^Q ^ and P M will be similar, and alike
Msited to the two small Images rq and
^ 9 ; and therefore when these two Images
are in
Contact in the Focus of the Semi3
Lenses?
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Lenses , they will likewise be in Contact
as
in the shortened compound Focus . And
Sett 1'1"
the Centres N and O of the two
farth er
Lenses G E and I H are separated
from , or brought nearer to each other,
Focus will be moved ^
and when the Centres *
the Images in each Fo cllS
also coincide , or btco^
, the Difference in eveiT
grea ter
Case being only as to large and small ,
in
Consequently
or lesser Distance .
Sett 11
two
those
which
by
Micrometer
sarsl<!
Lenses are moved by each other , the
Turns of the Screw which measures
Im a&
Angle O P N , and which brings the
Fo°llS
into an exact Contact in the single
Pus
fame
the
will be necessary for
at
so t , '
pose in the compound Focus also ;
1J
by this Means we have an Opportun
in either;
Images Manner
similar
and O coincide ,
respectively will
one entire Image

^
Q^.
of measuring the said Angle OsoP great
have
to
obliged
out being
of the * e
a, Length
so unmanageable
scope.
, the larger the focal Did arlf^
However
^
pf the Lens A B is, the more distinct
appear;
Contact of the Images will
because this is the Point on which
whole Perfection of this Micrometer ,ds»
pen

Pends, it will be likewise necessary to have
^ so contrived , when applied to a Telescope,:
tn~at the Centres N O may be equally distant
from the Axis of the Telescope or Centre
°f the Apperture on either Side ; because in
frds Cafe the Point of Contact in the two
^triages will be just in the Centre of the Foc'as, and therefore the most distinct that it
hossbly can be.
But

the Application

of this Microme¬

ter to Refracting Telescopes will be less
c°nvenient than when it is applied to a
deflecting Telescope ; for if it be placed
the open End of the Reflecting Tele¬
scope, as in Fig. 3 , then will the Rays that
te nd to form
the larger Images R Q^ and
^ M be incident upon the larger Speculum
AB , and from thence reflected to a com¬
pound Focus, where the similar Images r q
a-odp m will be formed as before ; the Rays
Proceeding from these two Images to the
Waller Speculum a b, will be reflected back
trough the Hole of the larger , to form
fre Images
and P M, which likewise
vfrll still be in Contact in the Focus of the
dye- Glass D C, where it will be distinctly
Perceived by the Eye at I . This Contact
^ill likewise be thewn in the Middle of
Focus of the Eye -Glass, if the Centres
O and

Plate III,
Kg - 3-
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O and N are properly disposed, as before
mentioned.
From what has been said, the general
Rationale of this Micrometer will , I pre¬
sume, evidently appear ; but one Thin
must not pass unregarded in an Affair c
luch Moment and Consequence as the
suring these small Angles in the Science
Astronomy , which has been customary tc>
suppose, that so far the Focus of a TeIlS’
or the focal Distance of Rays parallel to
Axis , is equal to the Radius in a double
and equally convex Lens . But this is t°°
great an Error not to be noticed here ; s°r
in different Sorts of Glass there is found 3
different refractive Power , and the F°cUs
of parallel Rays is at a different Distanc^
in each ; but this Distance in no Sort 0
Glass is equal to the Radius , but falls fb° rt
of it more or less. Now the foregoing
Demonstration regards the Radius , and n°£
the focal Distance of parallel Rays.
this Affair will be best illustrated by
ample as follows :
Let the Sine of Incidence be to the Sine
of Refraction out of Air into Glass as
to n ; and let —

n. — a, then will a
n
press the refractive Power of the Glass >

r and
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and the Theorem for a double and equally
convex Lens will be — ^ = f which
2. ad — r
^vr parallel Rays , becomes ~

2 a ~ f- }whence

r 2= af \ oxs\ r :: I : 2 a.
Therefore
to represent this Matter in
lts proper Light , we will state the Propor¬
tions of Page 378 from this correct Theorem, and they will stand thus , d : f : :
Zad—r : r ; andd +f :f :: 2 ad : r\ that is,
^ Qj QN :: 2 ixAN
: NL :: AB:
^ O : Hence N O : A B :: r : 2 a d ::f : d.
0 ^, the Distance of the Centers N O has the
•f'^ ne Ratio to A B, the Length of the ObjeSl,
as the focal Distance of parallel Rays has to
*he Distance A N , or as the Radius has to the
fold Distance multiplied by 2 a. Whence
’tis
ev ident we cannot use the Radius without con¬
sidering the Refraction of the Glass ; but the
f °cal Distance of parallel Rays serves equally
f°r all Sorts of Lenses, is most easily found,
^d therefore fittest for the Analogy , as bef°re determined , in measuring Angles and
^stances.
With

regard to the Planets , as fupiter

the largest of all, and subtends an Angle
t° the Eye of 3112 ", the Diameter of his
Wge in the Focus of a 50 Foot Glass will
be

3»3
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be about half an Inch , and that will be the
utmost Distance to which the Centres of the
Segments will be required to be separated f°r
measuring the apparent Diameters of the
Planets.
But for a Heliometer
, the Diameter
of the Sun being near ten times as great
as that of ‘Jupiter, will require the Centre9
of the Segments in a Glass of 40 or 5°
Feet Focus to be removed from each other
at least to the Distance of 4 or 5 Inches >
and to take in the whole System of ‘Jus1'
fer ’s Moons , the Distance of the Centre9
will be required much larger ; and there
of
fore for such Purposes the Segments
Glasses of a less focal Length must ^
used.
As this Micrometer has many Advah' 1
tages above that which is in common
so on the other hand it is liable to
Objections ; fc\r since the Images of
jects can never be well defined but in ^
very large focal Distances, and since th°
Glasses are not made true without great
Care and Difficulty , they will come de*r’
and then we must run the Risque of fp 01 ,^
ing them in cutting them asunder ; f° r 1
they are not cut nicely through the Cents3
it will derogate from the Value and Go°
net9
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ftess of the Instrument . Also since at the
same Time a very great magnifying Power
in the Instrument to which it
is required
for Astro¬
is applied , it can be applicable
nomical Purposes in only Reflecting Tele¬
scopes, because of the Conveniency of adapt¬
ing it to the Tube of the Telescope , and
moving it at the same time you are observ¬
ing the Object through it*
V . Concerning the Improvement of Refracting
and Telescopes
Microscopes
Compoftion of Glasses.

IT

by a

in

Annotation
been
has
Errors
. that the
Art. 18fhewri
. already
CXXVIII
arifng from the different Refrangibility of the
Rays of Light will be as the Cubes of the
lineal Aperture of the Glass direSlly, and the
conse¬
;
Squares of its Usance inverselyand
quently in Glasses of the same Aperture
the Indistinctness of Vision will be in¬
versely as their focal Distances ; wherefore
if, while the magnifying Power and Aper¬
ture of the Lens continue the same, we
can increase this Ratio of the focal Dis¬
tance to the said lineal Aperture , we shall
in that Proportion increase the Distinctness
of Vision , which is the very Point in which,
the Perfection of Microscopes and Telescopes
consist.
To
C c
Vol . III.
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To illustrate this , let A E D G be 3
Lens , F the Focus of parallel Rays , f the
Place of an Object O B ; through the Point
F draw a Line to intersect the Object 19
the Point B, and falling upon the Lens in
the Point A. This Ray will be refracted
into A M, parallel to the Axis of the Lei 15
F C O ; from f draw the Line F A, which
by the Lens will be refracted to its refp eC"
live Focus V ; then will LV represent th?
Image of Part of the Object B f ; let IVl
be an Eye - Glass by which that Image lS
to be viewed, which therefore must he
placed at its focal Distance P V ; from lt
draw P L, and parallel thereto drawM ^ ’
then will the Angle M O P be the viss3
.
' ll
Angle under which the Image LV 'vVl1
appear in the Eye at O.
We are now to show how this Im3£c
may be viewed with more Distinctness
and under the fame Angle and Aperture
as before ; and this is effected by subs 1''
tuting two Glasses PI I and U S instead 0
the single Glass M N ; for by this Me^n5
we shall make the fame Angle by two
fractions which before was made by 0° ^
and that will produce the desired Esse<^!
for let the Glass HI be placed at its
Distance IP from the Centre of the
Glass M N , then will the Ray A H (vvhi°
befct e

1

I-

Jt*

af

I $

oil

I
I
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before proceeded to M ) be now refracted
into HP , and the Ray A V will at K be
refracted into K Z ; draw the Line IL and
it will intersect the Ray H P in X , and XZ
will be the image of the Object B f. All
this we have demonstrated in the Optical
Lecture.
Let this Image be viewed by the EyeGlass U S, whose focal Distance T Z or
T P may be such that the Ray H P may be
now a second Time refracted at U into
U Qj parallel to MO or L P draw T X,
which will also be parallel to U Q^ then
Will the Image Z X , or rather the Part of
the Object B f, be seen under the Angle
T QJJ equal to M O P, as at first.
Now it is evident , that were the Glass
U S alone by itself, the Indistinctness of
Vision would be inversely as T Q^, for that
Would then be the focal Distance of the
Glass ; but now this Glass TU , in Com¬
position with the other Lens H I, Ihews
the same Image under the same Angle and
Aperture with the focal Distance T P ; the
Indistinctness of Vision therefore now will
be inversely as T P, or in other Words,
the Distinctness of Vision in the first Cafe
by a single Glass will be to the Distinct¬
ness of she Glasses in Composition as T
to T P, or the Image will appear so much
distincter
Cc 2
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distinctcr by the two Glasses H I and XJ8
together , than it would do by the single
Eye - Glais M N alone , in Proportion as
T P is greater than T Qj all which is evi¬
dent from the foregoing Principles of OpticsW i t H respect to the Lens A E D, if ^
be a small one , and the focal Distance
C F be short , then will it represent th e
Object -Glass of a Microscope, and the small
Object O B will be viewed to much greats
Advantage by Means of the two Eye"
Glasses H I and US , than by a single Eye"
Glass alone M N . Whence the Reason Is
evident of the usual Construction of th*5
Instrument , as we have before shewn.
But

if AE .DG be

the Object -Glass

a Telescope , and FC its Focus, then vviH
O B represent a distant Object , vvh0^
Image W L is that which is viewed by a
single Eye -Glass M N in what is called
' Astronomical ‘Telescope; but this Image
more distinctly viewed by two Glasses I ast
T , than by one alone ; and therefore fuC^
a Telescope should consist at least of th ree
Glasses.
the common Telescope the Image
L W is considered as an Object , and anO'
ther Image is formed of it, as was shetvn
m Figure 8, of Plate XLVIII , and as ^
uires
have now shewn that each Image req
In

the
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the Addition of a Lens to £hew it more
distinctly , instead of the three Eye - Glalies
Which you there fee represented in a com¬
mon Telescope , there ought to be the Ad - ,
dition of two more, or five in all, next the
Eye , to shew the Object to the best Ad¬
vantage . These , together with the Ob¬
ject - Glass, make six Glasses in all, in Tele¬
scopes of the best Sort.
If AGO

represent the small Speculum

of a Reflecting Telescope , then will O B
be the Image formed by the large Specu¬
lum before it , and I, T , will be the two
Glasses contained in the Eye -Piece of a
Reflecting Telescope. And , indeed, with
a little Reflection it will appear , that if
two Glasses, by breaking the Refraction
into two Parts , is an Advantage , three
Glasses will be more so, and therefore in
some Cases might be successfully applied.
Also

since the Distinctness of Vision is

by a Composition of Glasses promoted,
the Aperture of the Glass next the Eye may
be somewhat encreased, and consequently
the Field of View thereby enlarged , which
is the great Advantage of the Six- Glass
Telescope.
We shall now give the analytical Investi¬

gation of the focal Distance of the three
Glasses; in order to which,
C c 3
Eej;

3$9
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Let F = IP , the focal Distance of the
Glass H I.
y —T P, the focal Distance of the
Glass U 8.
x —P Q, the focal Distance of the
Lens M N.
And because the Image W L is to be con¬
sidered as an Object with regard to the Glass

II I, therefore put IV =

d,

and

IZ = /

Fd
and we shall have—f as( we have
F -\-d
shewn in Annot. CXXV .) and from hence
we get d

F/

F- /
But because the similar Triangles I Z
I VL , and IT X , IP L, we have
IZ : IV : : ZX : VL : : IX : IL : : IT I P : :/ + y : d j- - x ; consequently f : d /: :
Therefore d

■
f .. . Hence
J F
—/
F x— = D ■ ■yby(
we get / —
put¬
x
X.

ting D = / + j = IT .) Whence lastly, x =
F7
Fx — xD
atD—'V/
: r —-—J
F + y- ■D; ^ F. •x
x <—

D = F + 7 - sr.
X
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By these Theorems we solve any Problem
.relating to the Composition of Glasses for
any given Power of Magnifying ; for In¬
stance, suppose the focal Distance x of the
■Lens M N , were i f Inch , and that of the
to find the
large Glass . H I, ^
focal Distance y of the Lens U S, that is
to be combined with it at the Distance D
— 2 Inches , that shall magnify just as much
as the single Lens M N . We have the
Answer by the second Theorem , where
x
1,5 ; F = 3, and D — 2 ; hence y ■=

3 X i,5 ~ M x 2 4
3 — i,5

>5
i,5

i.

So the

focal Distance of the Lens U S must be
one Inch . If D — i , then y —2 ; and if
D = o, then Y = 3.
VI . Of the latter Improvement of Refract¬
Telescopes.
Reflecting
ing

B

Construc¬
mentioned
last
the
ESIDES
tion of Telescopes, , which is to be
looked upon only as a Correction of di¬
optric Instruments , there is of late another
Improvement still greater , which tends not
only to lessen the Abberation of Rays in
refracted Light , but even to prevent any
sensible Effects arising therefrom ; and this
is
Cc4
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is done by Means of a double or treble Ohjetl - Glass in all those Instruments where an
Object is viewed by Means of its Image
formed by refracted Light . The Construc¬
tion of a Telescope for this Purpose with
Fig6 3^ * two Object - Glasses in Fig . 3, where ABCD
is a Plane Concave Lens of what is called
white Flint
'
Glass , and CDE a Double Con¬
vex Lens of green or Crown Glass ; ' by
Means of the different refractive Power of
these two Sorts of Glass and their unequal
Figures , it comes to pass that , all the Rays
of Light incident upon those Glasses from
distant radiant Objects , will pass through
them in such a Manner , that whatever Abberation is occasioned in the heterogeneal
Rays in Refraction through the first Glass
is so far corrected by the second, that those
Rays emerge from it nearly parallel among
themselves , and are converged to one Focus
(F) forming an Image IM , not sensibly com¬
pounded or coloured , and therefore more
perfect and distinct when viewed by the EyeGlasses than that can be which is made by
a single Object - Glass.
Now , if those two Glasses could abso¬
lutely prevent the Abberation of Rays , or
produce an Image entirely free from Con¬
fusion and Colours , then only three EyeG1asses
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Glasses would be necessary to view it, viz,

E , G, H ; for since, according to common
Optics , the Lens H corrects the Errors
arising from Refraction in the Lens E;
and therefore if the Image I M be perfect,
the second Image K L will be so likewise,
and therefore may be viewed distinct and
without Colours by the Eye - Glass, or
Lens G.
But

we always find in the Construction
of those Telescopes five Eye- Glajes , as they

are usually thought to be ; though if you
examine them , the Position of the first will
be found within the focal Distance of the
Compound Object - Glass, and therefore co-,
operates with it in forming the Image of
external Objects ; which Image , therefore,
cannot be so purely achromatic as it would
be if it were formed by the Double ObjectGlass alone.
Not

only so, but the focal Distance of

that achromatic Object - Glass is by Means of
this Lens somewhat shortened , and the mag¬
nifying Power of the Telescope thereby di¬
minished . I can see no Reason for the Posi¬
tion of this Lens within the said Focus of
the Object- Glass, since, if all the five EyeGlasses were placed without it, the fame ex-r
tensive and more perfect Field of View would
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be obtained , and at the same time the Tele¬
scope would magnify more , and be truly
achromatic , which now , strictly speaking , it

really cannot be. But for more Satisfaction
in this Matter , I shall refer the Reader to my
New Elements
of Achromatic Optics,
in Six Parts.
VII . 'The Nature of Visual
Glasses explainedy and sewn to be an Improvement
of Common Spectacles.

IN

Treatise
I

the
first
Edition of this
had
no Occasion to make Use of Spectacles,
and therefore did not so thoroughly consi"
der their Nature , Form , and Use as since
that I have done. It appears to me very
wonderful , that an Instrument of the moft
common and necessary Use, should have
continued so long of a Form or Make quite
contrary to that which the Theory of Op"
tics and the Nature of Vision require , and
yet pass unobserved by those who use them,
and uncensured by those who have wrote
on this Subject ; especially if it be consi"
dered that the erroneous Construction is
itself most obvious, and in its Effects very
prejudicial to the Sight.
THS
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Fault of the common
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Spectaples

consists in two Particulars , viz, ist , The
Largeness of the Aperture or Diameter of
the Glasses ; and , 2dly , their oblique Posi¬
tion to the Axis . of the Eye ; both which
must in Time have a very sensible Effect
Upon the Texture of that curious and de¬
licate Organ of Sight , the Eye. But
the
Harm we receive being not immediately sen¬
sible, is not considered by common People,
and therefore not regarded ; and when at
Length they find their Eyes weakened and
impaired , they reckon it as the natural Con¬
sequence of Age , without being apprized
how far their Glasses have contributed to pro¬
duce that Effect.
That

the Area of the Glasses in common

Spectacles is visibly larger than is necessary,
no Body will dispute, when they consider
how small the Pupil of the Eye is when
compared therewith ; and that no more
Light can be useful than that which enters
the Pupil . Suppose, for Instance, the Pu¬
pil of the Eye were 4 Part of an Inch
in Diameter (which is larger than any I
have yet observed) and that the Glass be one
Inch and a half in Diameter , then will the
Area of the Glass be to that of the Pupil
as 225 to 4 , which is more than 50 to 1;
4
so

*y6
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so that there is at least 50 times more Ligbt

upon the Eye than is necessary for the Pur¬
poses of Vision.
If

the Aperture of the Glass were n°

longer than that of the Pupil , though ^
would make the Object appear more dis*'
tinct , there might not in all Cafes be Ligb £
enough to strew it ,so plainly as might be
desired ; neither , as the Glasses are placed
at a considerable Distance from the Eye>
would there be a sufficient Field of Vie vP*
It is necessary therefore , that the Aperture
of the Glasses should be larger than tha*
of the Pupil ; and it is well known by Ex"
perience , that if the Aperture of the Glassy
be f of an Inch , it will answer all Purpose9
of reading , working , &c. by them , and 111
this Cafe but f Part of the Light can come
upon the Eye as goes to it through a com'
mon Spectacle- Glass ; and therefore by
eluding three Parts out of four of the sup er"
fiuous Light , must tend greatly to the Safetf
of the Eye , and procuring distinct Vision
the Object.
Whoever

considers

the

great

Fore®

which the Action of Light has, and the e^"*
stuisitely tender and minute Vessels in tlm
Compages of the Eye (exceeding that 0
any other Part of the Animal System)
not
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hot wonder , that if by so great a Quantity
of Light which is thrown upon old Eyes
by very convex Glasses, they should become
debilitated , weak , and watery in the Course
of a few Years. So potent a Cause as
that of Light by the Constancy of its Ope¬
ration produces very considerable Effects,
though by very flow Degrees . The con¬
stant Dripping of Water will in a Course of
Time excavate the hardest Stone,* though its
immediate Effects be not in the least dis¬
cernible , nor any Thing more conlidered
than the Action of Light upon the Eye.
The Difference then between the Vi¬
sual Glasses is as represented in Figure 4,
where A B is the open Glass, as in com¬
mon Spectacles , and C D the Glass of a
reduced Size in the visual Form ; the dark
start between that and the Steel Frame
E F is a Black Zone or Circle of Horn in
which the Glass is placed , and serves at the
fame Time as a Safe-guard and Defence
to the Eye against extraneous Light.
The second Thing in which the com¬
mon Spectacles are most egregioufly faulty,
is their being placed direct before the Eye,
or both in the fame Plane , by which Means’
the Axes of the Glass and those of the
Eye make a considerable Angle with each
other;
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other ; whereas they ought to coincide, of
the Glasses should be so placed before the
Eye in two Planes equally inclined , that
their Axes may both unite in the Object to
which the Eye is directed , and they become
■one with the Axis of the Eye . To illufFig. 5. 'irate this , let A B be the two common
- SpeEtacle-GlaSes-, whose Axes A C and B V
are parallel , and thereby directed to Ob¬
jects only at an infinite Distance, quite
contrary to the Design of these Glasses,
which is to shew a near Object , as supposs
G ; then the Glasses E , F, are so placed in
the new visual Form as to have their Axes
tending to, and uniting in that Point G )
by which Means they become coincident
with the Axis of the Eye , and the Rays of
Light are regularly and equally refracted'
to the Pupil . And consequently the Vision
or Appearance of an Object will by this
Means be rendered the most natural and
-easy that it possibly can be ; and indeed the
Difference is so considerable, not only Ist
itself, but likewise by Experience, , that I
may venture to prognosticate , that in ,a
few Years Time , after the Aversions whish
arile from Custom, Interest , and Novelty
are worn off, the common SpeSlacles wsd
be looked upon as the Opprobrium of the
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Optical Science, and become equally in
Contempt and Disuse ; while the Visual
Glasses

will approve themselves the genuine

Result of Optical Philosophy , and be used
at least by all the prudent and thinking
Part of Mankind . Those who would see
a larger Account of this Matter may confual my Essay on Visual Glasses, which has
passed through four Editions.
VIII .

Description and Uses of

ri al Telescope,
vatory

r<? Port

E

qua to¬

able Obser¬

, by Mr. James Short , F . R . S.

whofirs adapted aFdescope

T

the

to

this

Machinery.

consists
of
two
cularInstrument
Planes or Plates
, marked
Acir¬
A,
Which are supported upon four Pillars ; and
these are again supported upon a Cross¬
foot , or Pedestal , moveable at each End by
the four Screws B B B B : The two circular
Elates A A are moveable, the one above
the other , and are called the horizontal
Plates , as representing the Horizon of the
Place ; and upon the upper one are placed
two Spirit -Levels, to render them at all
times horizontal : These Levels are fixed at
Right - Angles to one another : This upper
Plate is moved by a Handle C, which is
called

HIS
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called the Horizontal Handle , and is diu
vided into 36o °, and has a Nonius Index
divided into every three Minutes.
Above

this

horizontal Plate there is &

Semicircle DD , divided into twice go° i
which is called the Meridian Semicircle , as
representing the Meridian of the Place*
and is moved by a Handle E, which is
called the Meridian Handle , and has a No“
divided into every three Mi¬
nius Index
nutes.
Above

this Meridian Semicircle is fas¬

tened a circular Plate , upon which are af¬
fixed two other circular Plates F F, moveable the one upon the other , and are called
the Equatorial Plates ; one of them repre¬
senting the Plane of the Equator , is di¬
vided into twice 12 Hours , and these are
subdivided into every 10 Minutes of Tbn e‘
This Plate is moved by a Handle G, called
the Equatorial Handle , and has a Nonfat
Index for strewing every Minute.
Above

s 3
this Equatorial Plate there i"

Semicircle H H , which is called the De'
clination -Semicircle , as representing th6
Half of a Circle of Declination , or horary
Circle , and is divided into twice 90 0, be*
ing moved by the Handle K , which *s
called the Declination -Handle . It has also
a Nonfat

II.
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a Nonius Index for subdividing into every
three Minutes.
this

Above

Declination - Semicircle

is

Fastened a Reflecting Telescope L L , of the
’Gregorian Construction , the focal Length of
its great Speculum being 18 Inches.
to adjust the Instrument for
In order
Observation , the first thing to be done, is
'to make the Horizontal Plates level or ho¬
rizontal , by means of the two Spirit -Levels,
and the four Screws in the Cross- Pedestal.
This being done, you move the Meridian
Semicircle, by means of the Meridian Han¬
dle, so as to raise the Equatorial Plates to
the Elevation of the Equator of the Place;
which is equal to the Complement of the
Latitude (and which , if not known , may
likewise be found by this Instrument , as (hall
be afterwards shewn). And thus the Instru¬
ment is ready for Observation.
T0

find the Hour of the Day , and Meridian
of the Place.
First

find , from

astronomical

Tables,

the Sun ’s Declination for the Day , and sot
that particular Time of the Day ; then set
the Declination - Semicircle to the Declina¬
tion of the Sun , taking particular Notice
whether it rs North or South , and set the
Declination - Semicircle accordingly.
Vol . III .
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You then turn about the Horizcrital
Handle , and the Equatorial Eland le, both
at the same time , till you find the Sun pre¬
cisely concentrical with the Field of the
Telescope . If you have a Clock or Watch
at Hand , mark that Instant of Time ; and
by looking upon the Equatorial Plate , and
Nonius Index , you will find the Hour and
Minute of the Day , which comparing with
the Time Ihcwn by the Clock or Watch,
shews how much either of them differ from
the Sun . In this manner you find the Hour
of the Day.
Now , in order to find the Meridian of
the Place, and consequently to have a Mark,
by which you may always know your Meri¬
dian again , you first move the Equatorial
Plate , by Means of the Equatorial Handle,
till the Meridian of the Plate or Elourline
of 12. is in the Middle of the Nonius Index;
and then , by turning about the DeclinationHandle till the Telescope comes down to the
Horizon , you observe the Place or Point
which is then in the Middle of the Field of
the Telescope ; and a supposed Line drawn
from the Centre of this Field to that Point
in the Horizon , is your Meridian Lin eThe best Time of the Day for making this
Observation for finding your Meridian , Is
about

; It

. f '/n/s'

IV
■i

&
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about three Hours before Noon , or as milch
after Noon . The Meridian of the Place
may be found by this Method so exact , that
that it will not differ at any time from the
true Meridian above 10/ Time , and if a
proper Allowance be made for the Refrac¬
tion at the Time of Observation , it may be
found much more exact . This Line thus
found will be of use to save Trouble after¬
wards ; and is, indeed , the Foundation of
ail astronomical Observations.
<
To find a Star or Planet In the Day - time,
even at Noon- Day.

The Instrument remaining as rectified
in the last Experiment , you set the Beclination - Semicircle to the Declination of the
Star or Planet you want to fee ; and then
you set the Equatorial Plate to the Right
Ascension of the Star or Planet at that
time , and , looking through the Telescope,
you will see the Star or Planet ; and after
you have once got into the Field , you
cannot lose it : For, as the diurnal Motion
of a Star is parallel to the Equator , by
your moving the Equatorial Handle so as
to follow it, you will at any time , while
D d 2
it
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it is above the Horizon , recover it, if st
be gone out of the Field.
The

easiest Method

for seeing a Star or

Planet in the Day -time is this : Your Instru¬
ment being adjusted as before directed , you
bring the Telescope down so as to look
directly at your Meridian Mark ; and then
you set it to the Declination , and Right
Ascension, as before-mentioned.
By this Instrument most of the Stars of
the first and second Magnitude have been
seen even at Mid - day, and the Sun shin*
ing bright ; as also Mercury , Vejws, and
‘Jupiter : Saturn and Mars are not so easy
to be seen, upon account of the Faintness of
their Light , except when the Sun is but n
few Hours above the Horizon.
And

in the same manner

in the Night¬

time , when you can fee a Star, Planet , or
any new Phænomenon , such as a Com et,
you may find its Declination and Right
Ascension immediately , by turning about
the Equatorial Handle , and Declination?
Handle , till you see the Star , Planet , or
Phamomenon ; and then , looking upon the
Equatorial Plate , you find its Right Ascen¬
sion in time ; and you find upon the Decli- ,
nation -Semicircle, its Declination in Degreesand MinutesI*
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o
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order to have the other Uses of this
Instrument , you must make the Equatorial
Plates become parallel to the Horizontal
Plates ; and then this Instrument becomes
an Equal Altitude Instrument, a T ransit In¬
strument , a :Theodolite, a Quadrant, an Azi¬
muth Instrument, and a Level. The manner
of applying it to these different Purposes is
too obvious to need any Explanation.
As there is also a Box with a magnetic
Needle fastened in the lower Plate of this
Instrument , by it you may adjust the In¬
strument nearly in the Meridian ; and by it
likewise you may find the Variation of the
Needle : If you set the Horizontal Meridi¬
an , and the Equatorial Meridian , in the
Middle of their Nonius Indexes , and direct
your Telescope to your Meridian Mark,
you observe how many Degrees from the
Meridian of the Box the Needle points at;
and this Distance or Difference is the Varia¬
tion of the Needle,
In
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